
UNIT 1: HOME LIFE 

PRACTICE TEST 1 

I. Choose the best part (A, B, C or D) to complete each sentence 

1. Nam’s parents joins ………….. to give them a nice house and a happy house  

A. a hand B. the hand C. hand D. hands 

2. My parents never ………… me ride a motorbike to school. 

A. allow B. make C. let D. permit 

3.  

A. shares B. closes C. tables D. cares 

4.  

A. secrets B. fathers C. lives D. homes 

5. Jack hasn’t been out much lately, because he ………… for his exam. 

A. studied B. had studied C. has studied D. has been studying 

 6. It was a fine day and the roads were crowded because a lot of people …………. to the seaside. 

A. rush B. rushed C. are rushing D. were rushing 

7. You can’t see Tom now. He …………. a bath. 

A. have B. has C. had D. is having 

8. We missed the ferry. It ……….. by the time we arrived at the pier. 

A. went B. was going C. had gone D. has gone 

9. I ………… remote places for the last 20 years. 

A. have been explored B. have exploring C. have been exploring D. have be exploring 

10. They ………….. for more than two hours but they didn’t stop to rest. 

A. were playing B. had been playing C. have played D. have been playing 

11. By the end of next year, we ………… this advanced training course. 

A. are finishing B. will be finishing C. will have finished D. have finished 

12. 

A. secure B. garbage C. pressure D. household 

 13.  

A. obedient B. biologist C. responsible D. secondary 

14. Who (A) does (B) the household (C) works (D) in your family? 

15. I (A) am now (B) under my attempt (C) to win a place (D) at university. 



16. My mother (A) is (B) the person I often (C) divide my secrets (D) with. 

17. My responsibility is to wash the dishes and …………. the garbage. 

A. take up B. get out C. get up D. take out 

18. They are not sisters but they are very …………. of each other. 

A. related B. friendly C. intimate D. supportive 

19. Whenever problems come …………, we discussed them properly to find solutions quickly. 

A. up B. out C. down D. across 

20. My mother ………. the responsibility for the running household. 

A. holds B. takes C. runs D. bears 

II. Write a new sentence as similar as possible in meaning to the original but using the word given. 

This word must not be altered in any way. 

1. My mother is responsible for running the household. (responsibility) 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. After finishing the secondary school, I will try to win a place at university. (attempt) 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

3. I usually talk to my parents before deciding to do anything important. (decision) 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

III. Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it means exactly the same as the sentence 

given before it. 

1. I haven’t been to the cinema for three years. 

It’s ………………………………………………. 

2. We visited her grandparents two years ago. 

 The last time ……………………………………….. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

PRACTICE TEST 2 

 

A. Multiple Choice Questions. 

Choose the word marked A, B, C, or D which is stressed differently from the rest. 

1. A. hospital   B. mischievous  C. supportive  D. special 

2. A. family    B. whenever   C. obedient   D. solution 

3. A. biologist   B. generally   C. responsible  D. security 

4. A. confident   B. important   C. together   D. exciting 

Choose the option marked A, B, C, or D that best completes each sentence. 

5. When he _____ his homework, he went to bed. 

A. has finished B. finishes         C. had finished        D. was finishing 

6. Each of us must take________ for our own actions.  

A. probability B. ability  C. possibility  D. responsibility  

7. These quick and easy_______ can be effective in the short term, but they have a cost. 

A. solve   B. solvable   C. solutions   D. solvability 

8. When I_____ home last night, I_____ that Jane_______ a beautiful candlelight dinner. 

A. had arrived/ discovered/ prepared      B. was arriving/ had discovered/ was preparing 

C. have arrived/ was discovering/ had prepared  D. arrived/ discovered/ was preparing 

9. According to the boss, John is the most______ for the position of executive secretary. 

A. supportive  B. caring   C. suitable   D. comfortable 

10. She got up late and rushed to the bus stop. 

A. came into   B. went leisurely  C. went quickly  D. dropped by 

11. Billy, come and give me a hand with cooking. 

A. help   B. prepared   C. be busy   D. attempt 

12. Whenever problems come up, we discuss them frankly and find solutions quickly. 

A. happen   B. encounter   C. arrive   D. clean 

13. Last night at this time, they____ the same thing. She____ and he____ the newspaper. 

A. are doing/ is cooking / is reading  B. were doing/ was cooking/ was reading 

C. was doing/ has cooked / is reading  D. had done/ was cooking/read 

14. Peter tried his best and passed the driving test at the first________. 

A. try    B. attempt   C. doing   D. aim 

15. In the last hundred years, traveling _______ much easier and more comfortable. 

A. becomes   B. has become  C. became   D. will become 

16. With greatly increased workloads, everyone is _______ pressure now. 

A. under   B. above   C. upon   D. out of 

17. We are not allowed _______ jeans at school. 

A. wear   B. to wear   C. wearing   D. worn 

18. Sometimes I do not feel like ______ to my sibling about my troubles. 

A. talk   B. to talk  C. talking   D. talked 

19. The worker was _______ his boss expected, so he was offered a raise. 

A. more hard-working     B. as hard-working than 

C. more hard-working than    D. more hard-working as 

20. Look! The two boys _____ to the top of the hill.  

A. are climbing B. are climbed  C. climb       D. is climbing 

B. Written Task. 

Use the given words to build the following sentences. 

1. Nowadays/women/men/join hands/bring/ happiness/their children. 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. I am now/ final year/ the secondary school, and/ my attempt/ win a place/ university. 

…………………………………………………………………………………... 

Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first.  



3. Sarah hasn’t come here since 2010. 

-The last time…………………………………………………………………….. 

4. During my dinner, the phone rang.  

-While …………………………………………………………………………… 

5. It will be my fourth visit to Thailand. (been) 

- I have ………………………………………………………………times so far. 

 

 

PRACTICE TEST 3 

  

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.   

 Question 1:   A. cooks          B. loves          C. joins        D. spends  

 Question 2:  A. halves          B. speaks              C. bats                    D. dates  

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word which differs from the other 

three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.  

 Question 3: A. promise           B. decide                C. maintain            D. attract  

 Question 4: A. important   B. mischievous  C. supportive  D. exciting  

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs 

correction  in each of the following questions.  

Question 5: Our students are obedience and hard-working, but they are mischievous sometimes       

            A. obedience            B. hard-working              C. but                       D. sometimes  

Question 6:  I always talk to my parents before make an important decision.                                        

    A. talk to                  B. parents                     C. make                   D. decision.  

Question 7 (A) Hoa’s parents (B) didn’t allow her (C) going to the cinema with (D) her friends yesterday.  

A. Hoa’s                  B. didn’t                        C. going                   D. with   

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions.  

Question 8: _______ the eldest child, he works hard to help his parents support the 

family. A. Be                 B. Is               C. To be           D. Being  



Question  9: With greatly increased workloads, everyone is _______ pressure now.  

A. under                  B. above                         C. upon                D. out of  

Question 10:  We are not allowed _______ jeans at school.  

A. wear                   B. to wear                       C. wearing              D. worn  

Question 11: Last night at this time, they _______ the same thing. She _______ and he_______ the 

Newspaper.  

A. are doing / is cooking / is reading                           B. were doing / was cooking / was reading  

C. was doing / has cooked / is reading                        D. had done / was cooking /read  

Question 12: When I _______ home last night, I _______ that Jane _______ a beautiful candlelight dinner.  

A. had arrived / discovered / prepared                       B. was arriving / had discovered / was preparing  

C. have arrived / was discovering / had prepared        D. arrived / discovered / was preparing  

Question 13: Do you think doing the household chores is the __________of the women only?  

  A. responsibly          B. responsible                  C. responsibility  D. responsive  

Question 14 : He has been very interested in doing research on _______ since he was at high school.  

A. biology           B. biological                  C. biologist                 D. biologically  

Question 15: Peter tried his best and passed the driving test at the first _______.   

A. try      B. attempt      C. doing            D. aim  

Question 16: What are the _______ of that country? - I think it is some kinds of cheese and sauces.   

A. drinks    B. beverages     C. grains           D. special dishes   

Question 17: It’s not my_______ to tell you how to run your life, but I think you should settle down and 

have a family.  

 A. work                  B. chore         C. job           D. career  

Question 18: Most doctors and nurses have to work on a _______ once or twice a week at the hospital. 

A. solution           B. night shift           C. household chores        D. special dishes  

Question 19: One of the problems of old age is that your memory can start to ______ tricks on you.  



  A. create    B. make      C. take            D. play  

Question 20: Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response 

to complete each of the following exchanges.  

- Anna: “____________________”   

- Bob: “I’m glad you enjoyed it. Hope to see you again soon.”   

 A. That’s a great dinner. Thanks a lot. You’ll have to come to our place sometime.   

B. My uncle is coming soon. Would you like to come to our dinner?   

C. I highly appreciate for the houses you’ve rebuilt for our village.   

D. I don’t mind going to the party sometimes but when I know everybody there then I enjoy it.   

Question 21 :  Ann and Peter are talking about housework.  

  Ann: “I think children should be paid for doing the housework.”  

  Peter: “________. It’s their duty in the family.”  

A. You’re exactly right    B. That’s what I think  

C. There’s no doubt about it  D. I don’t think so  

 Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to 

the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.  

 Question 22: We are a very close- knit family.  

A. supporting each other             B. closed to each other   

C. having very close relationship with each other          D. polite to each other  

 Question 23: She got up late and rushed to the bus stop.  

A. came into       B. went leisurely                C. went quickly   D. dropped by  

 Question 24: (From 24 to 25) Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.  

Children brought up in a caring environment tend to grow more sympathetic towards others.  

A. loving      B. dishonest  C. healthy  D indifferent  

 Question 25: Today students are under a lot of pressure due to high expectations from their parents and 

teachers.  



A. nervousness  B. emotion  C. stress  D. relaxation  

 Question 26: Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest 

in meaning to each of the following questions.  

  I haven’t met my grandparents for five years.  

A. I last met my grandparents five years ago.            B. I have met my grandparents for five years.  

C. I often met my grandparents five years ago.          D. I didn’t meet my grandparents five years ago.  

Question 27: Julie and Anne had not met each other before the party.  

A. Julie and Anne got acquainted when they were at the party.  

B. The party prevented Julie and Anne from meeting each other.  

C. The party was the place where Julie and Anne could not meet each other.   

D. Julie and Anne used to meet each other for the party.  

Question 28: Of all the soups I have ever eaten, his eel soup is the best.  

A. His eel soup is better than any other soups I have ever eaten  

 B. His eel soup is the worst of all soups I have eaten  

 C. His eel soup is good but I have ever eaten many others better  

 D. His eel soup is relatively good.  

Question 29:  Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best 

combines each pair of sentences in the following sentences.  

Mike didn’t follow his parents’ advice on choosing his career. He regrets it now.   

A. Mike regrets having followed his parents’ advice on choosing his career.   

B. If Mike followed his parents’ advice on choosing his career, he would regret it.   

C. If only Mike followed his parents’ advice on choosing his career  

D. Mike wishes he had followed his parents’ advice on choosing his career.  

Question 30: He badly suffered cyberbullying himself. He realised the true dangers of social media only 

then.  



A. Only when he had realised the true dangers of social media did he badly suffer cyberbullying himself. B. 

Such was his suffering of cyberbullying that he didn’t realise the true dangers of social media. C. But for his 

terrible suffering of cyberbullying, he wouldn’t realise the true dangers of social media.  

D. Not until he had badly suffered cyberbullying himself did he realise the true dangers of social media.  

 

PRACTICE TEST 4 

 

A. MULTIPLE CHOICES 

Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest. 

1.   A . cooks               B. loves                    C. joins  D. spends 

2.   A . advises             B. raises                   C . devises                D. goes 

Choose the word with the different stress pattern. 

3. A. confident  B. different  C. cultural  D. appearance 

4. A. rural  B. promote  C. admit  D. invest 

Choose the word that has the CLOSEST meaning to the underlined word in the sentence. 

5. What a naughty boy! 

 A. miserable  B. mischievous C. misconduct D. misbehave 

6. Family is a base from which we can go into the world with confidence. 

 A. part  B. place  C. position  D. foundation 

Choose the word that has the OPPOSITE meaning to the underlined word in the sentence. 

7. Today students are under a lot of pressure due to high expectations from their parents and teachers. 

A. nervousness B. emotion  C. stress  D. relaxation 

8. I prefer secure jobs because I don’t like keeping on moving and changing all the time. 

 A. challenging B. demanding C. safe  D. stable  

Choose the best answer to complete the sentence. 

9. My mother ………..the responsibility for running the household. 

 A. holds  B. takes  C. runs  D. bears 

10. Dad is always willing………..a hand ……….cleaning the house. 

 A. to help/ in  B. to join/ with C. to give/ with D. to change/ in 

11. Whenever problems come…………, we discuss them properly to fine solutions quickly. 

 A. up   B. out   C. down  D. across 

12. My responsibility is to wash the dishes and …………the garbage. 

 A. take up  B. get out  C. get up  D. take out 

13. In my family, both my parents join ………..to give us a nice house and a happy home. 

 A. hand  B. a hand  C. hands  D. their hands 

14. They agreed to offer me the job on condition that I have to work in ……….. . 

 A. turns  B. nights  C. shifts  D. evenings. 

15. No sooner ………..home than the phone rang. 

 A. they arrived B. had they arrived C. did they arrive D. they had arrived 

16. I ………upstairs when my friend ………..yesterday. 

 A. was working/comes   B. am working/ came 

 C. worked/ came    D. was coming/ came 

17. It’s about time ……….care of yourself. 

 A. you take  B. to taking  C. you took  D. you taking 

18. Jack hasn’t been out much lately, because he ……….for his exams. 

 A. studied  B. had studied C. has studied D. has been studying 

Choose the correct sentence that has been completed from the given word cues. 

 19. father / busy / work / garden / early morning / sunset 



 A. My father is busy to work in the garden in the early morning and the sunset.  

 B. My father is busy working in the garden in the early morning and the sunset. 

 C. My father is busy working in the garden from the early morning to the sunset.  

 D. My father is busy to working in the garden from the early morning to the sunset. 

20.  Our responsibility/ the family/ be/ clean/ the floor/ look after/ the garden. 

 A. Our responsibility in the family is cleaning the floor and look after the garden. 

 B. Our responsibility in the family is cleaning the floor and looks after the garden. 

 C. Our responsibility in the family is to clean the floor and look after the garden. 

D. Our responsibility in the family is to clean the floor and looking after the garden. 

 

B. WRITING:  

Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first one, beginning as shown.  

1. I haven’t been to the cinema for three years. → It’s …….. 

2. She visited her grandparents two years ago. → The last time ………… 

3. I have never read such a romantic story. → This is ……….. 

4. Someone rang the alarm right after the burglars left the building. → No sooner …………. 

5. During the meal last night, we were talking about the film. → While …………. 

 

PRACTICE TEST 6 

I/ Fill in each numbered blank with one suitable word or phrase. 

On December 10, 2006, I was going through some hard time. The landlady did not want to release the 

house any more so I had to (1) _____ and only had one month to find a place. Because Christmas was 

coming and it was difficult for me to (2) _____ a suitable accommodation. I had only some money (3) _____. 

I could not buy a Christmas tree and some presents for my three boys, (4) _____ I had to use the money to 

find a place to live. Tome, it broke my heart as I could not prepare the Christmas for my three boys. I have 

been their only parent since my husband (5) _____ away two years ago. I was so sad and everything was 

getting on my nerves. Although I managed to solve the problem myself I could not help (6) _____ my sons 

about the things. When I suddenly woke up at midnight, I found my eldest son was sitting  by me. He kissed 

me and said, "Don't worry, Mum. We love you very much and always stand by you whatever happens." At 

the moment I started weeping, grabbed him and kissed him. His words and love made me forget all about 

what I was stressing about. 

1. A. transfer  B. convert  C. move  D. change 

2. A. notice  B. watch  C. find  D. see 

3. A. leave  B. to leave  C. leaving  D. left 

4. A. because  B. although  C. as though  D. if 

5. A. passes  B. passed  C. has passed  D. was passing 

6. A. tell  B. to tell  C. told  D. telling 

 

II/ Choose a, b, c, or d that best completes each sentence. 

7. Each of us must take ______ for our own actions.  

 A. probability B. ability C. possibility D. responsibility  

8. These quick and easy _______ can be effective in the short term, but they have a cost. 

 A. solve  B. solvable  C. solutions  D. solvability 

9. John is _______ only child in his family so his parents love him a lot. 

 A. a  B. an  C. the  D. no article 

10. According to the boss, John is the most _______ for the position of executive secretary. 

 A. supportive  B. caring  C. suitable  D. comfortable 

11. She got up late and rushed to the bus stop. 

 A. came into  B. went leisurely  C. went quickly  D. dropped by 

12. Billy, come and give me a hand with cooking. 



 A. help  B. prepared  C. be busy  D. attempt 

13. Whenever problems come up, we discuss them frankly and find solutions quickly. 

 A. happen  B. encounter  C. arrive  D. clean 

14. What are the _______ of that country? - I think it is some kinds of cheese and sauces. 

 A. drinks  B. beverages  C. grains  D. special dishes 

15. Peter tried his best and passed the driving test at the first _______. 

 A. try  B. attempt  C. doing  D. aim 

16. Where is Jimmy? - He is ____ work. He is busy ____ his monthly report. 

 A. on / for  B. in / about  C. to / through  D. at / with 

17. With greatly increased workloads, everyone is _______ pressure now. 

 A. under  B. above  C. upon  D. out of 

18. We are not allowed _______ jeans at school. 

 A. wear  B. to wear  C. wearing  D. worn 

19. Sometimes I do not feel like _______ to my sibling about my troubles. 

 A. talk  B. to talk C. talking  D. talked 

20. The worker was _______ his boss expected, so he was offered a raise. 

 A. more hard-working   B. as hard-working 

than 

 C. more hard-working than  D. more hard-working as 

III/ Rewrite the second sentence beginning with the words given, so that it means the same as the first. 

1. When I was small, my parents didn't have enough money to buy me lots of new clothes. 

When I was small, my parents couldn't afford …………………………… 

2. They would never let me forget to do my homework. 

They always reminded ……………………………… 

3. They told me that it was a good idea to read extensively. 

They encouraged …………………………… 

4. They always refused to allow me to bring friends home. 

They never let ……………………………  

 

 

 

 

 

UNIT 2: CULTURAL DIVERSITY 

PRACTICE TEST 1 

 

A. Multiple choice questions. 

Choose the word whose main stress syllable is put differently. 

1. A. maintain  B. attitude   C. determine   D. develop 

2. A. brilliant  B. different   C. secretary   D. attractive 

Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently. 

3. A. bride   B. fridge   C. bridge  D. driven 

4. A. borrow   B. neighbor   C. stapler  D. harbor  

5. A. booked  B. pushed  C. caused  D. matched 

Choose the word or phrase that best completes each sentence. 

6. ______, women are responsible for the chores in the house and taking care of the children.  



A. With tradition  B. On tradition C. Traditional  D. Traditionally 

7. All of the students are______ to pass the entrance examination in order to attend the university.    

A. obsessed   B. obliged   C. obtained   D. observed 

8. It is important to have someone that you can______ in. 

A. talk   B. speak   C. confide   D. know 

9. Most adjectives can be used to______ a noun. 

A. precede   B. advance   C. occur   D. stand 

10. In the ______marriage, the parents of the bride and the groom decide on the marriage. 

A. concede  B. contractual  C. combined  D. concluded. 

11. I'm very tired now because_______ more than 800 kilometers today. 

A. I'm driving   B. I've driven  C. I drive   D. I've been driving 

12. When she returned home from work, she______ a bath. 

A. takes   B. took   C. has taken   D. was taking 

13. Our relatives_______ meet us at the station this evening. 

A. are being   B. are going to C. go to   D. will be to 

14. He______ for that company for five months when it went bankrupt. 

A. has been worked   B. has worked C. had been working D. was working 

15. At this time next week, all of the students______ for their examinations. 

A. will be sat   B. have been sitting C. have sat   D. will be sitting 

16. Rachel is good at badminton. She_______ every game. 

A. wins    B. winning  C. have won   D. is able win 

17. He can't go out because he_______ his work. 

A. doesn't finish  B. hasn't finished C. didn't finish  D. hadn't finished 

Choose the underlined part among A, B, C or D that needs correcting. 
18. I finished college last year, and I am working here for only eight months now. 

A. only  B. am working  C. now  D. only 

19. Each of the members of the group were made to write a report every week. 

A. to write   B. were   C. week  D. members 

20.Which of the following sentences has the correct word order? 

A. She walks usually past my house in the morning. 

B. She in the morning walks usually past my house. 

C. She usually walks past my house in the morning. 

D. She walks usually in the morning past my house. 

 

B. Written Task.  

Use the given words to build the following sentences. 

1. American women/trust/husbands/and never/ask/ they/ go / if / come back home/ late. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. A large number/ Asian and Chinese husbands/ never share certain thoughts/ their wives/ though/ love them 

a lot. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3. This morning /when/ the alarm clock / go off,/ I / having / sweet dream.  

This morning ……………………………………………………………………………………..…  

Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first.  

4. Mozart wrote more than 600 pieces of music before he was 35. 

-By the age ………………………………………………………………………………… 

Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it means exactly the same as the sentence given 

before it. 

5. She visited her grandparents two years ago. 

-The last time ……………………………………………………………………………. 

 

  

 



 

PRACTICE TEST 2 

 

Question1. Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part 

differs from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

A. arrested  B. decided  C. walked  D. started  

Question 2. Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part 

differs from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

A. knocked  B. leaved  C. stayed  D. shared  

Question 3. Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part 

differs from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

A. helped  B. coughed  C. cooked  D. cooled  

Question 4. Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that has the stress 

differently from that of the other words. 

A. culture  B. banquet  C. spirit  D. police 

Question 5. Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that has the stress 

differently from that of the other words. 

A. marriage  B. wedding C. value  D. belief 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

questions. 

Question 6. After ten years of ________they got divorced. 

A. marriage B. friendship  C. work D. love 

Question 7. It's a ________to start the wedding ceremony in front of the altar. 

A. routine B. habit C. tradition D. practice 

Question 8. Physical ________ sometimes blinds us.  

A. attractiveness    B. attract C. attractive D. attractively 

Question 9. Today, Australia is one of the most _______diverse countries in the world. 



A. culture             B. culturally       C. cultures                         D. cultural 

Question 10. Most young people nowadays believe in ________ marriage - first comes love, then comes 

marriage. 

A. unique                               B. arranged            C. contractual             D. romantic 

Question 11. The survey was to find out the young people’s attitudes ________love and marriage. 

A. above                                B. towards                          C. beneath                        D. with 

Question 12. _________in your partner is widely believed to be of great importance in marriage. 

A. Confiding            B. Confident                  C. Confidential            D. Confidently  

Question 13. I believe that he was concerned _________ all those matters which his wife mentioned. 

A. with             B. to        C. upon              D. in 

Question 14. You can just look – you’re under no ________ to buy anything in this store. 

A. oblige                               B. obliged   C. obligatory      D. obligation  

Question 15.  Could you tell me how long Mary and John ________ married? 

A. have been                         B. are                C. were D. will be    

Question 16.  When I ________ a little girl, I used to climb trees and go swimming in the river with my 

friends. 

A. am                                    B. was  C. have been  D. had been 

      Question 17. We have been living here ________ 2002. 

A. since                                 B. ago  C. in  D. for  

Question 18.  London ________ a lot since we first ________ to live here. 

A. changed/came                   B. had changed/ came        C. has changed/ came       D. has changed/ come 

Question 19.  I'm very tired now because ________ more than 800 kilometers today. 

A. I'm driving                        B. I've driven                      C. I drive                           D. I've been driving 

Question 20.  Please don’t tell me what happens in the end because I ______ the book yet.  

A. haven’t been reading        B. don’t read         C. am not reading              D. haven’t read  

Question 21.  She said she had met you once at the Parade the previous week. -  ________since then? 



A. Have you met her             B. Had you met her      C. Did you meet her D. Do you meet her 

Question 22. Global warming is a problem that ______ for a long time.  

A. has existed              B. is existing       C. can exist               D. exists 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to each 

of the following questions. 

Question 23.  Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines 

each pair of sentences in the following sentences. 

 I am watching a boxing match. I have never seen one before. 

A. It’s a long time since I last saw a boxing match.  

B. This was the first time I had seen a boxing match.  

C. I last saw a boxing match a long time ago.  

D. This is the first time I have seen a boxing match. 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to each 

of the following questions. 

Question 24. This is the first time I’ve attended such an enjoyable wedding party. 

A. The first wedding party I attended was enjoyable. 

B. I had the first enjoyable wedding party. 

C. My attendance at the first wedding party was enjoyable. 

D. I have never attended such an enjoyable wedding party before. 

Question 25. Eight years ago, we started writing to each other. 

A. We have rarely written to each other for eight years.  

B. Eight years is a long time for us to write to each other. 

C. We have been writing to each other for eight years.  

D. We wrote to each other eight years ago. 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in 

each of the following questions. 

Question 26. I think Mr Wilson (A)taught (B)in this school since 1990 (C)or maybe (D)earlier. 



Question 27. He (A) was walking (B) down the street when he (C) was running (D) into an old friend. 

Question 28. We (A)have made (B)chicken soup. (C)That’s (D)why the kitchen is hot and steamy. 

Question 29. (A)A large number of Indian men (B)agrees that it is unwise to (C)confide in (D)their wives

  

      Question 30. (A)Because of having learnt the lesson carefully, he (B)answered the teacher's questions 

(C)with great (D)confiding.  

 

 

PRACTICE TEST 3 

Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest. 

1. a. smoked   b. called   c. photographed  d. based 

2. a. concerned   b. raised   c. developed   d. maintained 

3. a. appeared   b. agreed   c. coughed   d. loved 

Choose the word which is stressed differently from the rest. 

4. a. partnership   b. romantic   c. actually  d. attitude 

5. a. believe    b. marriage   c. response  d. maintain 

Choose a, b, c, or d that best completes each sentence. 

6. London is home to people of many _______ cultures. 

a. diverse    b. diversity   c. diversify   d. diversification 

7. John cannot make a _______ to get married to Mary or stay single until he can afford a house and a car.  

a. decide    b. decision   c. decisive   d. decisively 

8. My mother used to be a woman of great _______, but now she gets old and looks pale. 

a. beauty    b. beautiful   c. beautifully  d. beautify 

9. Most of us would maintain that physical ______ does not playa major part in how we react to the people 

we meet. 

a. attract    b. attractive   c. attractiveness  d. attractively 

10. They decided to divorce and Mary is ______ to get the right to raise the child. 

a. equal    b. determined   c. obliged   d. active 

11. Some researchers have just _______ a survey of young people's points of view on contractual marriage.  

a. sent    b. directed   c. managed      d. conducted 

12. It is not easy to ________ our beauty when we get older and older. 

a. develop    b. maintain   c. gain    d. collect 

13. Many young people have objected to _______ marriage, which is decided by the parents of the bride and 

groom. 



a. agreed    b. shared   c. contractual  d. sacrificed 

14. All parents are _______ to at least try to behave in ways that will give their own children an important 

protection 

a. decided    b. supposed   c. followed   d. rejected 

15. Affected by the Western cultures, Vietnamese young people's attitudes _______ love and marriage have 

dramatically changed. 

a. for    b. with   c. through   d. towards 

16. The lights _______ out because we _______ the electricity bill. 

a. have gone / did not pay    b. will go / did not paid 

c. go / would not pay     d. went / had not paid 

17. _______ Tom Cruise's last movie? Yes, I _______ it three days ago 

a. Have you ever seen / saw    b. Did you ever see / have seen 

c. Had you ever seen / would see    d. Will you ever see / saw 

18. Mary: “I’ve got an interview for a job tomorrow.” – Peter: “____________.” 

     a. Thank you  b. Same to me  c. Good luck   d. See you 

Choose the sentence which has the closest meaning to the original one. 

19. It is not until a Vietnamese girl getting 18 years old that she is allowed to get married legally. 

a. A Vietnamese girl is not allowed to get married legally only when she gets18 years old. 

b. A Vietnamese girl is allowed to get married legally only after she gets 18 years old. 

c. They never allow a Vietnamese girl to get married legally when she is 18 years old. 

d. The legal allowance for a Vietnamese girl to get married will be issued in 18 years. 

20. This is the first time I attend such an enjoyable wedding party. 

a. The first wedding party I attended was enjoyable. 

b. I had the first enjoyable wedding party. 

c. My attendance at the first wedding party was enjoyable. 

d. I have never attended such an enjoyable wedding party before. 

Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it means the same as the sentence printed before 

it.  

1. During my dinner, the phone rang.(while) 

 _________________________________________________________________ 

2. The parcel has been here for two hours. (arrived) 

 _________________________________________________________________ 

3. Jack left the office before I arrived there. (when) 



 _________________________________________________________________ 

4. There’s a party at Mary’s house next Sunday. (having) 

 _________________________________________________________________ 

5.  The last time Nancy came here was in 1996. (since) 

       _________________________________________________________________ 

 

PRACTICE TEST 5 

I/ Choose A, B, C, or D that best completes each unfinished sentence. 

1. She is a kind of woman who does not care much of work but generally _______ meals, movies or late 

nights at a club with her colleagues. 

 A. supposes  B. discusses C. attends D. socializes 

2. I didn't think his comments were very appropriate at the time. 

 A. correct  B. right  C. suitable D. exact 

3. You should _______ more attention to what your teacher explains. 

 A. make  B. get  C. set  D. pay 

4. Body language is a potent form of _______ communication. 

 A. verbal  B. non-verbal  C. tongue  D. oral 

5. Our teacher often said, "Who knows the answer? _______ your hand." 

 A. Rise  B. Lift  C. Raise  D. Heighten 

6. This is the instance where big, obvious non-verbal signals are appropriate. 

 A. matter B. attention  C. place  D. situation. 

7. They started, as _______ gatherings but they have become increasingly formalized in the last few years.  

 A. informal  B. informally  C. informalize  D. informality 

8. Children who are isolated and lonely seem to have poor language and ________. 

 A. communicate  B. communication  C. communicative  D. communicator 

9. The lecturer explained the problem very clearly and is always _______ in response to questions. 

 A. attention  B. attentively C. attentive D. attentiveness 

10. Pay more attention _______ picture and you can find out who is the robber. 

 A. to  B. for  C. at  D. on 

11. She looked _______ me, smiling happily and confidently. 

 A. on  B. over  C. forward to D. at 

12. - What an attractive hair style you have got, Mary! - _______ 

 A. Thank you very much. I am afraid  B. You are telling a lie 

 C. Thank you for your compliment  D. I don't like your sayings 

13. In _______ most social situations, _______ informality is appreciated. 

 A. Ø / Ø  B. the / an  C. a / the  D. the / a 

14. - What_______ beautiful dress you are wearing! - Thank you. That is _______ nice compliment. 

 A. Ø / Ø B. the / Ø  C. a / a D. the / the 

15. ______ you wanted to ask your teacher a question during his lecture, what would you do? 

 A. As  B. As if  C. Even of  D. suppose 

16. John asked me _______ in English. 

 A. what does this word mean  B. what that word means 

 C. what did this word mean  D. what that word meant 

17. The mother told her son _______ so impolitely. 

 A. not behave  B. not to behave  C. not behaving  D. did not behave 

18. She said she _______ collect it for me after work. 

 A. would  B. did  C. must  D. had 



19. She said I _______ an angel. 

 A. am  B. was  C. were  D. have been 

20. I have ever told you he _______ unreliable. 

 A. is  B. were  C. had been  D. would be 

II/ Use the words to make sentences. Change the forms of the verbs if necessary. 

1. an important part / thank people / be / of every culture. 

………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. for many things, / include information, / invitations and complements / we thank people.  

………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

. 

3. express / ways / our / we / gratitude / in many. 

………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

4. for something / after you be thanked / the common / most / response / be / "You're welcome". 

 

PRACTICE TEST 6 

A. MULTIPLE CHOICES 

Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the other words. 

1.  A. missed  B. knocked  C. controlled  D. crashed 

2.  A. couples  B. boxes  C. tomatoes  D. envelopes 

Choose the word that has the stress differently from that of the other words. 

3.  A. answer  B. begin  C. refuse  D. complain 

4. A. knowledge B. enjoy  C. science  D. sudden 

Choose the word that has the CLOSEST meaning to the underlined word in the sentence. 

5. The audience clapped enthusiastically because the performance was marvelous. 

A. terrific  B. terrible  C. bad   D. tiring 

Choose the word that has the OPPOSITE meaning to the underlined word in the sentence. 

6. People in Vietnam nod their head to show that they agree with something.  

A. blink  B. shake     C. wave  D. slump 

Choose the best word or phrase to complete each sentence 

7.……………ability is dominant in the left side of the brain. 

A. Word  B. Verbal  C. Non-verbal D. Vocabulary 

8. Traditionally, Americans and Asians have had very different ideas …………….love and marriage. 

A. in   B. for   C. at   D. about 



9. Non-verbal………….such as waving, nodding or shaking of the head also has cultural meanings. 

A. signs  B. signals  C. hints  D. marks 

10. Waving is one of the non-verbal forms of…………… 

A. communication B. transportation C. entertainment D. delivery 

11. When I……….him what he was doing there, he…………me it was none of my business. 

A. said / told  B. asked / said C. asked / told D. told / told 

12. The soldier ………….his gun when it accidentally………..off and almost killed him. 

A. was cleaning / went   B. cleaned / went  

C. had cleaned / went   D. cleaned / was going 

13. She asked me…………your work on the project. 

A. if you had finished   B. whether you finished  

C. you had finished    D. if you have finished 

Choose the underlined part that needs correcting. 

14. I (A) asked him how far (B) was it to the station (C) if I went there (D) by taxi. 

15. My parents (A) don’t (B) allow (C) to go out at (D) night. 

Choose the most suitable response to complete the following exchange. 

16. - “My sister has been awarded a scholarship to study in Australia.”   - “Uh, really ? ……….!” 

A. Lucky as she is          B. What lucky she is      

C. What lucky is she    D. How lucky she is 

17. -“You really have a nice hat, Laura. I’ve never seen such a beautiful thing on you.” 

      -“…………..” 

A. No, please don’t say that.  B. Thanks, Mai. That’s a nice compliment. 

C. I’m sorry. I don’t think you like it. D. What a pity, you couldn’t buy it. 

Choose the sentence that has the same meaning as the root one. 

18. Sarah said ,“ I read Jane Eyre last year.” 

A. Sarah said she read Jane Eyre the previous year.  

B. Sarah said she has read Jane Eyre the previous year. 

C. Sarah said she would read Jane Eyre the previous year. 



D. Sarah said she had read Jane Eyre the previous year. 

19. The teacher asked Tom to repeat what Tom had just said. 

A “ Will you please repeat what Tom said ?” the teacher asked. 

B. “ Please repeat what you have just said  , Tom !” said the teacher. 

C. “ Please repeat what I have just told you , Tom ,” the teacher asked. 

D. “Would you mind repeating what I have just said ?” said the teacher. 

20. My sister prefers cooking to washing the dishes. 

A. My sister had better cook than wash the dishes.  

B. My sister would rather to cook than wash the dishes. 

C. My sister would rather cooking to washing the dishes. 

D. My sister would rather cook than wash the dishes. 

 

B. WRITING:  

Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first one, beginning as shown.  

1. “Do you realize what the time is, Steve?” asked Chris. 

    Chris asked Steve …………………………………………. 

2. “I wouldn’t cook the fish for too long, Bill if I were you,” said Jean. 

    Jean advised Bill ……………………………………………………. 

3. “Can you lend me your bike, Jack?” asked Jill. 

     Jill asked Jack……………………………….. 

4. “I didn’t break the window,” Jim said. 

    Jim denied ……………………………. 

5. “If only I’d learnt to drive,” Roger said. 

     Roger wishes he……………………….. 

 

PRACTICE TEST 7 

I/ Choose the word or phrase (A, B, C or D) that best completes each sentence. 

1. ________, women are responsible for the chores in the house and taking care of the children. 

 A. With tradition  B. On tradition C. Traditional  D. Traditionally 

2. All of the students are __________to pass the entrance examination in order to attend the university. 

 A. obsessed  B. obliged  C. obtained  D. observed 



3. It is important to have someone that you can__________in. 

 A. talk  B. speak  C. confide  D. know 

4. Most adjectives can be used to __________a noun. 

 A. precede  B. advance  C. occur  D. stand 

5. Which of the following sentences has the correct word order? 

 A. She walks usually past my house in the morning. 

 B. She in the morning walks usually past my house. 

 C. She usually walks past my house in the morning. 

 D. She walks usually in the morning past my house. 

6. I'm very tired now because __________ more than 800 kilometers today. 

 A. I'm driving  B. I've driven C. I drive  D. I've been driving 

7. When she returned home from work, she __________a bath. 

 A. takes  B. took  C. has taken  D. was taking 

8. Your car is quite old. It's the same as__________. 

 A. us  B. our  C. ours  D. we're 

9. My father didn't go to college; __________did my mother. 

 A. none  B. either  C. so  D. neither 

10. Our English teacher would like __________. 

 A. that we practicing our pronunciation B. us practicing our pronunciation 

 C. us to practice our pronunciation D. we to practice our pronunciation 

11. Our relatives__________meet us at the station this evening. 

 A. are being  B. are going to C. go to  D. will be to 

12. He __________for that company for five months when it went bankrupt. 

 A. has been worked  B. has worked 

 C. had been working  D. was working 

13. At this time next week, all of the students__________for their examinations. 

 A. will be sat  B. have been sitting C. have sat  D. will be sitting 

14. Rachel is good at badminton. She__________ every game. 

 A. wins  B. winning C. have won  D. is able win 

15. -"Let's have a pizza." -"__________" 

 A. Not again  B. It doesn't matter C. It’s a good idea  D. Not really 

16. I didn't need __________anything. I just sat there and listened. 

 A. say  B. saying  C. to say  D. having said 

17. She prefers carnations __________roses. In fact, she dislikes roses. 

 A. to  B. from  C. over  D. than 

18. My mother made a birthday cake__________. 

 A. about me  B. for me  C. to me  D. to I 

19. He can't go out because he __________his work. 

 A. doesn't finish  B. hasn't finished C. didn't finish  D. hadn't finished 

20. Our neighbours are normally very noisy, but they're__________this evening. 

 A. unusual quiet  B. unusual quietly C. unusually quiet  D.unusually quietly 

 

II/ Rewrite each sentence, beginning as shown, so that the meaning stays the same. 

1. The last time I was in Prague was in 1986. 

I haven't …………………………………………. 

2. This will be the team's first match outside England. 

This will be the first time ……………………………………… 

3. Terry will get over his illness. Then his work will be improved. 



Once ……………………………………………………….. 

4. There will be someone to meet you on arrival. 

When …………………………………………………………. 

 

 

5.  

………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UNIT 3 - WAYS OF SOCIALISING 

PRACTICE TEST 1 

 

Choose the word which is stressed differently from the rest. 

21. a. attract2    b. person1   c. signal1   d. instance 

22. a. verbal1    b. suppose2   c. even   d. either1 

23. a. waiter1    b. teacher1   c. slightly1   d. toward2 

24. a. impolite3   b. exciting2   c. attention2   d. attracting2 

25. a. social1    b. meter   c. notice1   d. begin2 

Choose a, b, c, or d that best completes each sentence. 

26. They started, as _______ gatherings but they have become increasingly formalized in the last few years.  

a. informal   b. informally   c. informalize  d. informality 

27. Children who are isolated and lonely seem to have poor language and ________. 

a. communicate   b. communication  c. communicative   d. communicator 

28. The lecturer explained the problem very clearly and is always _______ in response to questions. 

a. attention   b. attentive   c. attentively       d. attentiveness 

29. Mrs. Pike was so angry that she made a _______ gesture at the driver. 

a. rude    b. rudeness   c. rudely   d. rudest 

30. The boy waved his hands to his mother, who was standing at the school gate, to _______ her attention. 

a. attract    b. pull    c. follow   d. tempt 

31. If something _______ your attention or your eye, you notice it or become interested in it. 

a. pays    b. allow   c. catches   d. wave 



32. When you catch someone's _______ you do something to attract his attention so that you can talk to him.  

a. head    b. hand   c. eye   d. ear 

33. When the play finished the audience stood up and _______ their hands loudly. 

a. clapped   b. nodded   c. shook   d. hold 

34. It is _______ not to say "Thank you" when you are given something. 

a. small    b. rude   c. slight   d. formal 

35. Small children are often told that it is rude to point _______ other people. 

a. on    b. to    c. at    d. for 

36. The mother asked her son _______. 

a. where he has been     b. where he had been 

c. where has he been     d. where had he been 

37. Martin asked me _______. 

a. how is my father     b. how my father is 

c. how was my father     d. how my father was 

38. - What an attractive hair style you have got, Mary! - _______ 

a. Thank you very much. I am afraid   b. You are telling a lie 

c. Thank you for your compliment   d. I don't like your sayings 

Choose the sentence which has the closest meaning to the original one. 

39. She raised her hand high so that she could attract her teacher's attention. 

a. Because her teacher attracted her, she raised her hand high. 

b. To attract her teacher's attention, she raised her hand high. 

c. Though she raised her hand high, she could not attract her teacher's attention. 

d. She had such a high raising of hand that she failed to attract her teacher's attention. 

40.  "Why don't you ask the teacher for help?" Peter asked me. 

a. Peter advised me to ask the teacher for help. 

b. Peter recommended me not to ask the teacher for help. , 

c. Peter told me the reason why I did not ask the teacher for help. 

d. Peter suggested that he should ask the teacher for help. 

Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it means the same as the sentence printed before 

it.  

1. ‘I should, say nothing about it if I were you.’ (advise) 

My brother______________________________________________________ 



2. ‘Would you like to have lunch with me on Saturday, Sarah?’ (invite) 

John_____________________________________________________________ 

3. ‘Remember to switch the computer off when you’ve finished. ’ (remind) 

He_______________________________________________________________ 

4. ‘Would you mind not smoking between courses?’ (ask) 

Their hostess_______________________________________________________ 

5. All right. We will postpone the meeting until 11th July.’ (agree) 

The committee_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRACTICE TEST 2 

Choose the word which is stressed differently from the rest. 

1. a. general1    b. applicant1    c. usually1   d. October2 

2. a. parallel1   b. dependent2   c. educate1   d. primary 

3. a. physical   b. achievement 2  c. government1  d. national1 

4. a. eleven2    b. history1    c. nursery1   d. different 

Choose a, b, c, or d that best completes each sentence. 

5. As an _______, Mr. Pike is very worried about the increasing of juvenile delinquency. 

a. educate    b. education    c. educator   d. educative 

6. In England, primary education is provided by state schools run by the government and by _______ fee-

paying schools. 

a. independent   b. independently   c. depended     d. independence 

7. The United Nations Secretary-General has often spoken of the need for individual _______ and human 

rights in his speeches. 

a. free    b. freedom    c. freely   d. freeing 

8. He did not do well at school and left with few _______ qualifications. 

a. academic   b. academy    c. academician     d. academically 



9. Fee-paying schools, often called "independent schools", "private schools" or “_______ schools"  

a. college    b. primary    c. secondary   d. public  

10. In the UK, _______ schools refer to government-funded schools which provide education free of charge 

to pupils. 

a. state    b. secondary    c. independent  d. primary 

11. Mathematics, a required subject in all schools, is __ into many branches. 

a. grouped    b. prepared    c. divided   d. added 

12. Education has been developed in _______ with modern industry and the mass media. 

a. compulsory   b. parallel    c. selected   d. following 

13. The functional skills such as fundamentals of agriculture, health and hygiene and population education 

have also been incorporated in the primary school _______. 

a. curriculum   b. project    c. plan    d. schedule 

14. Tommy left high school _______ the age _______ seventeen. 

a. at / of    b. in / for    c. on / with   d. of / in 

15. Everything that _______ remained a secret. 

a. overheard       b. had been overheard 

c. had overheard       d. was overhearing 

16. The refreshments _______ by Karen. 

a. are going to be prepared     b. are going to prepare 

c. are preparing       d. are to prepare 

17. It _______ that learning a foreign language _______ a lot of time. 

a. says / is taken       b. is saying / has been taken 

c. is said / takes       d. was said / was taken 

18. - How well you are playing! - ________. 

a. Say it again. I like to hear your words   b. I think so. I am proud of myself 

c. Thank you too much     d. Many thanks. That is a nice compliment 

Choose the sentence which has the closest meaning to the original one. 

19. The man suddenly realized that the neighbor was watching him. 

a. The man suddenly realized that he was being watched by the neighbor. 

b. The neighbor was watching the man and he suddenly realized that. 

c. The neighbor was suddenly realized the man and watching him. 

d. The man suddenly realized that he was watched by the neighbor. 

20.  Many people think Steve stole the money. 



a. It was not Steve who stole the money.    

b. Steve is thought to have stolen the money. 

c. Many people think the money is stolen by Steve.  

d. The money is thought to be stolen by Steve. 

Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it means the same as the sentence printed before 

it.  

1. That’s correct. The new ring road will be built through the wood.  

The government confirmed _____________________________________________  

2. The architect has drawn plans for an extension to the house. 

Plans _______________________________________________________________  

3. The heavy snow made it impossible for them to have their picnic.  

They were prevented __________________________________________________  

4. Everybody has agreed that changes to the scheme are necessary. 

Changes ____________________________________________________________  

5. He promised not to report me to the police. 

I________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

PRACTICE TEST 3 

Choose the best part (A, B, C or D) to complete each sentence 

1. Sign or body language is a ………… form of communication.  

A. verbal B. non- verbal C. signal D. attentive 

 

2. When meeting any elderly at your friend’s house, you should ………. your head slightly to say hello.  

A. shake B. away C. attract D. nod 

3. Whistling or clapping hands to get a person’s attention is ………… impolite  

A. regarded B. known C. considered D. appreciated 

4. You must ……….. to the teacher for your coming to class late.  

A. excuse B. apologize C. forgive D. applaud 

8. Ten minutes is a reasonable ………. of time for a call on the telephone. 

A. long B. length C. lengthen D. lengthening 

10. The most common way of attracting someone’s attention from a distance is …………… 

A. smiling B. nodding C. waving D. handshaking 

11. We object ………. your leaving dinner table to take calls. 

A. on B. for C. to  D. with 

12. At the airport, if you are ……….. to get somebody’s attention, you can wave as hard as you can. 

A. excited B. surprised C. terrified D. frightened 

13. Your parents will become ………… if you talk too long on the phone. 

A. rude B. sorry C. apoplectic D. apologise 

14.  

A. belief B. object C. concerned D. hotel 



15.  

A. concern B. engage C. approve D. success 

16.  

A. reason B. pleasant C. observe D. install 

17.  

A. clap B. hand C. way D. catch 

18. He ………… stealing the watch. 

A. refused B. denied C. demanded D. threatened 

19. The interviewer wanted to know …………… I had any previous job. 

A. that B. that if C. if or not D. whether or not 

20. “What did Jenny tell you?” – “She ……….. me  to look after her children. 

A. talked B. made C. asked D. spoke 

  

II. Put these sentences into indirect speech. 

1. “There has been an accident and the road is blocked”, said the policeman. 

……………………………………………………………………………. 

2. Mr. John said to me, “if you are short of money, I’ll lend you some” 

……………………………………………………………………………… 

3. “I have something to show you”, I said to her. 

……………………………………………………………………………… 

4. She said, “I’ll come with you as soon as I am ready” 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

5. “Don’t watch late-night horror films” I warned her. 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

PRACTICE TEST 4 

A. Multiple Choice Questions 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 1: A. missed B. worked C. realized D. watched 

Question 2: A. slightly B. polite C. excite D. signal  

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word which differs from the other 

three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 3: A. departure B. argument C. counterpart   D. compliment 

Question 4: A. wonder B. install C. decent D. verbal 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correction 

in each of the following questions. 

Question 5: The teacher (A) told his students (B) whether they know how (C) to behave and remarked that 

there(D) must be no talking in lesson. 

Question 6: (A) The director (B) has not decided (C) how to deal with the new problems (D) already. 



Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions. 

Question 7: Gestures such as waving and handshaking are _____forms of communication. 

A. direct B. non-verbal C. regular D. verbal 

Question 8:  An article in the newspaper ________ my attention. 

A. attracted  B. get                          C. catch                   D. draw 

Question 9: It's rude to point ___________ someone. 

A. on B. out                         C. up                         D. at 

Question 10: It's OK to use _______language if you are speaking to a friend. 

A. verbal B. informal C. formal        D. non-verbal 

Question 11: Why did you object _______ the scheme for building a kindergarten in our neighborhood? 

A. on B. to                  C. for                     D. about 

Question 12: Nobody knows __________ until last week. 

A. why the meeting postponed  B. why the meeting was postponed 

C. why was the meeting postponed D. why did the meeting postponed 

Question 13: Although I spoke to him many time. He never paid any ______ to what I said. 

A. notice B. care C. mind.                 D. attention 

Question 14: They said that they had come back ________. 

A. the following day   B. the next day  

C. the day after tomorrow    D. the previous day 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete 

each of the following exchanges. 

Question 15: -A: " Your parents must be proud of your result at school." 

                   -B: " __________ ."  

A. Sorry to hear that      B. I am glad you like it.      

C. Thanks. It's certainly encouraging.  D. Of course. I don't agree. 

Question 16:  -A: How well you are playing, Peter!    -Peter: _________. 

A. Say it again. I like to hear your words.     B. Thank you too much.  



C. I think so. I'm proud of myself.                 D. Many thanks. That's a nice compliment. 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 17: We can raise our hands slightly to show that we need assistance. 

A. help B. approval C. favour.          D. agreement 

Question 18: Pointing at someone is rude. 

A. impolite B. polite C. unrude.          D. acceptable 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to 

each of the following questions. 

Question 19: '' You'd better apologize for being so rude," said my friend. 

A. My friend advised me to apologize for being so rude.     

B. My friend offered me to apologize for being so rude.      

C. My friend warned me to apologize for being so rude.      

D. My friend suggested me apologizing for being so rude.      

Question 20: " How difficult the final test is!" the student said. 

A. The student asked how the final test was difficult.                               

B. The student exclaimed that the final text was so difficult.  

C. The student wonder if it was a difficult test. 

D. The student said that how difficult the final test was.  

 

B. Written Tasks. 

Rewrite the sentence so that it is closest in meaning to the original one or do as directed.  

1. “Why didn’t you get up early this morning, David?” Mum said.  

 -Mum asked …………………………………………………….………………….. 

 2. “What kind of music are you listening to, Rob?” said Cathy.  

 -Cathy asked Rob…………………………………………………………………… 

3. “Will you come to my wedding?” he said to me. 

-He invited …………………………………………………………………………… 

Make a complete sentence, using the cues. 



4. We/ attract / someone' attention / use / verbal / non- verbal / forms / comminication.  

…………………………….…………………………………………………………... 

5. If your parents/ object/ leaving the dinner table/ take calls, tell/ friends to avoid/ call at that hour. 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

PRACTICE TEST 5 

Question 1. Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that has the stress 

differently from that of the other words. 

A. answer   B. begin  C. refuse  D. complain 

Question 2. Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that has the stress 

differently from that of the other words. 

A. promise                         B. maintain              C. attract             D. confide 

Question 3. Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that has the stress 

differently from that of the other words.  

A. certain                         B. polite             C. equal             D. normal  

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

questions. 

Question 4. In some special ________situations, pointing at someone is completely acceptable.    

A. society                                B. socialize                  C. social                       D. socializing 

Question 5. You should try to _________to your family ‘s _________. 

A. obey/rules              B. take/regulations  C. follow/regulations         D. stick/rules  

Question 6. Tim asked Sarah _________English so far. 

A. how long has she been learning    B. how long had she been learning  

C. how long she has been learning    D. how long she had been learning  

Question 7. When I ________him what he was doing there, he ________me it was none of my business. 

A. said / told              B. asked / said  C. asked / told    D. told / told 

Question 8. She asked me ________your work on the project. 

A. if you had finished  B. whether you finished C. you had finished D. if you have finished 



Question 9. The boy waved his hands to his mother, who was standing at the school gate to ________ her 

attention. 

A. follow                                B. attract                        C. pull                          D. tempt 

Question 10. Everyone in the society has to act in _________to the law. 

A. obedience                           B. equality                     C. agreement                D. support 

Question 11. When I met Ann, she looked very sad. She ________ that she had failed the exam the _____ 

day. 

A. said – previous                  B. said – following        C. told – following       D. asked - previous 

      Question 12. When the teacher wants to get your attention, he/ she can _________ at you. 

 A. show           B. shake                      C. point                 D. speak 

Question 13. They said that they had come back ________ 

A. the following day              B. the next day               C. the day after tomorrow  D. the previous day 

Question 14. The police ________ everyone not to come near the scene of the accident. 

A. said                                    B. let                              C. warned D. made 

Question 15.  “I’ve broken your pen. I’m awfully sorry, Jack”. David ________for breaking Jack’s pen. 

A. thanked             B. apologized    C. advised                     D. decided 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of 

the following exchanges. 

Question 16.  “My sister has been awarded a scholarship to study in Australia.” “Uh, really? ________!” 

A. How lucky is she B. What lucky she is C. What lucky is she D. How lucky she is 

Question 17. -“You really have a nice hat, Laura. I’ve never seen such a beautiful thing on you.”            

                        -“________” 

A. No, please don’t say that.                                 B. Thanks, Mai. That’s a nice complement. 

C. I’m sorry. I don’t think you like it.                                D. What a pity, you couldn’t buy it. 

Question 18. - Laura: “What a lovely house you have!” 



             – Maria: “________” 

A. Of course not, it’s not costly                                B. Thank you. Hope you will drop in 

C. I think so                                   D. No problem 

Question 19. Mary: How well you are playing, Peter!  -Peter: ________ 

A. Say it again. I like to hear your words.                         B. Thank you too much.  

C. I think so. I'm proud of myself.                                     D. Many thanks. Your compliment is encouraging. 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 20. This is the instance where big, obvious non-verbal signals are appropriate. 

A. place                                 B. attention                           C. matter                    D. situation   

Question 21. Non-verbal cues are usually used to attract someone’s attention. 

A. pay                                    B. get C. make D. give                      

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 22. Speaking to a person is of verbal form of communication.  

A. oral    B. speechless            C. spoken                     D. formal 

Question 23. It is rude to ask someone about age or income in America. 

A. impolite                             B. polite C. unacceptable D. common 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to each 

of the following questions. 

Question 24.  "How beautiful the dress you have just bought is!" Peter said to Mary. 

A. Peter asked Mary how she had just bought her beautiful dress. 

B. Peter promised to buy Mary a beautiful dress. 

C. Peter said thanks to Mary for her beautiful dress. 

D. Peter complimented Mary on her beautiful dress. 

Question 25. Susan said, “I left my umbrella here 2 days ago.” 



A. Susan said that she had left her umbrella there 2 days before. 

B. Susan said that she left her umbrella here 2 days ago. 

C. Susan said that she’s left her umbrella there 2 days before. 

D. Susan said to leave her umbrella there 2 days before. 

Question 26. '' You'd better take your father’s advice," said my friend. 

A. My friend advised me to take my father’s advice.    

B. My friend warned me to take my father’s advice. 

C. My friend offered me to take my father’s advice. 

D. My friend suggested me taking my father’s advice. 

Question 27.  Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines 

each pair of sentences in the following sentences. 

She raised her hand high. She wanted to attract her teacher’s attention. 

A. Because her teacher attracted her, she raised her hand high. 

B. To attract her teacher’s attention, she raised her hand high. 

C. Though she raised her hand high, she could not attract her teacher’s attention. 

D. She had such a high raising of hand that she failed to attract her teacher’s attention. 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in 

each of the following questions. 

Question 28. I (A) asked him how far (B) was it to the station (C) if I went there (D) by taxi. 

Question 29. The teacher (A) told his students (B) whether they (C) had finished their assignments and added 

that the deadline for them (D)was March 30. 

Question 30. She (A) wanted to know (B) what company I (C) worked for (D) the previous year.                       

 

 

UNIT 4 -  SCHOOL EDUCATION SYSTEM 



PRACTICE TEST 1 

Choose the word which is stressed differently from the rest. 

21. a. general    b. applicant    c. usually   d. October 

22. a. parallel    b. dependent    c. educate   d. primary 

23. a. physical   b. achievement  c. government   d. national 

24. a. eleven    b. history    c. nursery   d. different 

Choose a, b, c, or d that best completes each sentence. 

25. As an _______, Mr. Pike is very worried about the increasing of juvenile delinquency. 

a. educate    b. education    c. educator   d. educative 

26. In England, primary education is provided by state schools run by the government and by _______ fee-

paying schools. 

a. independent   b. independently   c. depended     d. independence 

27. The United Nations Secretary-General has often spoken of the need for individual _______ and human 

rights in his speeches. 

a. free    b. freedom    c. freely   d. freeing 

28. He did not do well at school and left with few _______ qualifications. 

a. academic   b. academy    c. academician     d. academically 

29. Fee-paying schools, often called "independent schools", "private schools" or “_______ schools"  

a. college    b. primary    c. secondary   d. public  

30. In the UK, _______ schools refer to government-funded schools which provide education free of charge 

to pupils. 

a. state    b. secondary    c. independent  d. primary 

31. Mathematics, a required subject in all schools, is __ into many branches. 

a. grouped    b. prepared    c. divided   d. added 

32. Education has been developed in _______ with modern industry and the mass media. 

a. compulsory   b. parallel    c. selected   d. following 

33. The functional skills such as fundamentals of agriculture, health and hygiene and population education 

have also been incorporated in the primary school _______. 

a. curriculum   b. project    c. plan    d. schedule 

34. Tommy left high school _______ the age _______ seventeen. 

a. at / of    b. in / for    c. on / with   d. of / in 

35. Everything that _______ remained a secret. 

a. overheard       b. had been overheard 

c. had overheard       d. was overhearing 

36. The refreshments _______ by Karen. 



a. are going to be prepared     b. are going to prepare 

c. are preparing       d. are to prepare 

37. It _______ that learning a foreign language _______ a lot of time. 

a. says / is taken       b. is saying / has been taken 

c. is said / takes       d. was said / was taken 

38. - How well you are playing! - ________. 

a. Say it again. I like to hear your words   b. I think so. I am proud of myself 

c. Thank you too much     d. Many thanks. That is a nice compliment 

Choose the sentence which has the closest meaning to the original one. 

39. The man suddenly realized that the neighbor was watching him. 

a. The man suddenly realized that he was being watched by the neighbor. 

b. The neighbor was watching the man and he suddenly realized that. 

c. The neighbor was suddenly realized the man and watching him. 

d. The man suddenly realized that he was watched by the neighbor. 

40.  Many people think Steve stole the money. 

a. It was not Steve who stole the money.   b. Steve is thought to have stolen the money. 

c. Many people think the money is stolen by Steve. d. The money is thought to be stolen by Steve. 

Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it means the same as the sentence printed before 

it.  

6. That’s correct. The new ring road will be built through the wood.  

The government confirmed _____________________________________________  

7. The architect has drawn plans for an extension to the house. 

Plans _______________________________________________________________  

8. The heavy snow made it impossible for them to have their picnic.  

They were prevented __________________________________________________  

9. Everybody has agreed that changes to the scheme are necessary. 

Changes ____________________________________________________________  

10. He promised not to report me to the police. 

I________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

PRACTICE TEST 2 

 

A. Multiple Choice Questions 



Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from 

the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 1:    A. smoked  B. called   C. photographed  D. based 

Question 2:     A. hands     B. parents  C. chores                      D. boys  

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word which differs from the other three 

in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 3:    A. dependence  B. condition   C. difference   D. mechanic  

Question 4:    A. powerful   B. interesting  C. exciting   D. difficult 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in 

each of the following questions. 

Question 5: The members of (A) both the House of Representatives and (B) all the Senate (C) are elect by 

the citizens of (D) the United States.  

Question 6: John congratulated us (A) to our (B) excellent results (C) although we didn’t know (D) each 

other very well. 

Question 7: Nothing (A) can be done unless (B) more information (C) are given (D) to us. 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

questions. 

Question 8: I hate _______ personal questions by newly-acquainted friends.  

A. to be asking   B. to be asked  C. being asking  D. of asking 

Question 9: The bicycle you lent me badly needed ________.  

A. to clean     B. cleaning    C. clean    D. to be cleaning 

Question 10: The college offers both _______ and professional qualifications. 

A. government   B. experience  C. requirement  D. academic 

Question 11: Reagan _______ an actor years ago. 

A. is said to be      B. was said being  

C. was said have been      D. is said to have been 

Question 12: He was so ill that he could not _______ his final examination and cancelled it to the next year. 

A. make    B. do    C. take   D. gain 

Question 13: In England schooling is compulsory __ all children from the age of 5 to 16. 

 A. with    B. for    C. to     D. over 

Question 14: It was in 1975 that Sai Gon              . 

 A. liberates                    B. liberated           C. was liberated      D. was liberating 

Question 15: He drives very _____ and has got two accidents this year. 

A. careless             B. carefully            C. carelessly    D. careful 

 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 16:  She is very careful and she is quite methodical.  

A. systematic  B. careless   C. tearaway                D. disruptive 

Question 17:  Sometimes he didn’t behave well. He was a little bit of a tearaway. 

A. person who obeys the rules B. person who works hard                 

C. person who is difficult to control                               D. person who is very careful 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 18:  Schooling is compulsory for all children aged from 5 to 16. 

A. optional                  B. obliged                      C. forced    D. made 

      Question 19:   English, Math and Literature are core subjects in the National Curriculum 

 A. interesting subjects                         B. subjects that all students don’t have to study               



 C. very important subjects  D. subjects that students feel like studying 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to 

each of the following questions. 

Question 20: You must never take your helmet off while you are riding a motorcycle. 

A. Helmets must be worn at all times when you are riding a motorcycle. 

B. If you are riding a motorcycle, you needn't wear a helmet. 

C. When you are riding a motorcycle, wearing a helmet is not a must. 

D. You needn't wear a helmet whenever you are riding a motorcycle. 

 

B. Written Tasks. 

Rewrite the sentence so that it is closest in meaning to the original one or do as directed.  
1. Did they build the library at the same time as the school? 

-Was ……………………………..………………………………………………….? 

2. My car needs to be repaired soon. 

-I really must have ………………………………………………………………….. 

Make a complete sentence, using the cues. 

3. window / broken / and some pictures / take away / boys.  

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

4. Children / Vietnam / start / compulsory education / school / when / six.  

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

5. Although education/ compulsory / United States, it/ be not compulsory/ all children/ get their education/ 

school. 

……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

PRACTICE TEST 3 

I. Choose the best part (A, B, C or D) 

1. Public school system, is …….. –paying.  

A. bonus B. pension C. fee D. fire 

2. Primary education is …….. in our country.  

A. compulsory B. compulsive C. compulsion D. compulsively 

3. What sorts of …….. do you need for the jobs?  

A. qualifications B. curriculum C. licenses  D. awards 

4. All of the students in our class like Math lesson best because of the teacher’s modern …….. of teaching 

Algebra and  

A. methodology B. methodical C. method D. methodism 

5. There are two …….. in a school year. (periods/ terms/spans/breaks) 

A. periods B. terms C. spans D. breaks 

6. The state school system and the independent school one are two parallel school …….. in England.  

A. ways B. methods C. directions D. systems 

7. The curriculum is based on national …….. to schools.  

A. guide B. guidance C. guideline D. guiding 

8. Fossil fuels like coat, oil and gas produce carbon dioxide when  ……..  

A. are burned B. burned C. they burned D. are they burned 

9. The fire …….. to have started in the furnace under the house.  

A. is believed B. that is believed C. they believed D. that they believe 

10. A cure for juvenile diabetes …….. until more funds are allocated to basic research. 

A. won’t developed B. aren’t developing C. don’t develop D. won’t be 



developed 

11. Our little children  …….. to the water park every Sunday.  

A. enjoy taking B. enjoy to be taken C. enjoy being taken D. are enjoyed to take 

 

12. In China an ancient medical treatment which ………… as acupuncture is sometimes used during surgery.  

A. to know B. known C. knows D. is known 

13. Many children (A) with learning disabilities have (B) extreme difficulty (C) learning to read, writing, or 

(D) solve arithmetic problem. 

14. A science (A) class might (B) be investigated careers in environmental (C) fields, health and (D) marine 

sciences. 

15. A number (A) of alternative (B) schools have (C) being designed for children (D) from middle or upper 

class families. 

16. A birth ………… gives the date and place of a person’s birth and the names of his parents. 

A. paper B. degree C. certificate D. diploma 

17. It …………. that many people are homeless after the floods. 

A. reports B. reported C. is reported D. is reporting 

18.  

A. system B. physics C. primary D. typist 

19.  

A. foot B. soon C. fool D. school 

20.  

A. academic B. calculation C. curriculum D. independent 

II. Rewrite the following sentences using the passive voice 

1. My sister gave me this book two days ago. 

 

2. The teacher has asked them a lot of difficult questions. 

. 

3. Who taught you English last year? 

 

4. They feed the seals at the zoo twice a day. 

 

5. They began to beat drums when they saw the boats approaching the shore. 

  



PRACTICE TEST 4  

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from 

the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.  

 Question 1:    A. smoked  B. called   C. photographed  D. based 

Question 2:     A. hands             B. parents  C. chores                      D. boys  

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word which differs from the other three in 

the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 3:    A. dependence  B. condition   C. difference   D. mechanic  

 Question 4:    A. powerful B. interesting   C. exciting   D. difficult 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in 

each of the following questions. 

Question 5: The members of (A) both the House of Representatives and (B) all the Senate (C) are elect by the 

citizens of (D) the United States.  

Question 6:  John congratulated us (A) to our (B) excellent results (C) although we didn’t know  (D) each 

other very well. 

 Question 7: Nothing (A) can be done unless (B) more information (C) are given (D) to us. 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

questions. 

Question 8: I hate _______ personal questions by newly-acquainted friends.  

A. to be asking   B. to be asked   C. being asking   D. of asking 

Question 9: Tommy left high school _______ the age _______ seventeen. 

A. at / of    B. in / for   C. on / with   D. of / in 

Question 10: The college offers both _______ and professional qualifications. 

A. government   B. experience   C. requirement  D. academic 

Question 11: ______ I came to see her yesterday, she was reading a magazine. 

A. When    B. While   C. Before   D. After 



 Question 12: Reagan _______ an actor years ago. 

A. is said to be   B. was said being C. was said have been   D. is said to have been 

 Question 13:Up to now, we ______ about two thousand English words. 

A.will learn   B.  learnt   C.  would learn  D.  have learnt 

 Question 14: He was so ill that he could not _______ his final examination and cancelled it to the next year. 

A. make    B. do    C. take    D. gain 

Question 15: In England schooling is compulsory _______ all children from the age of 5 to 16. 

 A. with    B. for    C. to     D. over 

Question 16: . Linda missed the party because she __________ about it.  

A. wasn't being told  B. hasn't been told  C. hadn't been told D. wasn't told 

Question 17. A new primary school ________________ in my village recently. 

A. has been built B. has been building C. have been building D. have been built 

Question 18. The national _____________ is a programme of study in all the main subjects that children 

aged five to sixteen in state school must follow. 

A. syllabus  B.plan   C.course  D. curriculum 

 Question 19:The bicycle you lent me badly needed ________.  

  A. to clean     B. cleaning    C. clean    D. to be cleaning 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of 

the following exchanges. 

Question 20: A: “I’ve passed my driving test” - B: “__________” 

 A. Congratulations!            B. That’s agood  idea        C. It’s nice of you to say so           D. Do you? 

 Question 21: “What a beautiful dress you have! I like it”  - “______________”  

A. it’s great B. Oh! It’s old             C. You look nice           D. Thanks 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following s. 



 Question 22:  She is very careful and she is quite methodical.  

 A. systematic   B. careless   C. tearaway                D. disruptive 

 Question 23:  Sometimes he didn’t behave well. He was a little bit of a tearaway. 

 A. person who obeys the rules                            B. person who works hard                 

 C. person who is difficult to control                             D. person who is very careful 

Question 24........... is the  study of  the earth’s surface, climate, continents, countries, peoples, industries and 

products. 

   A.Geology        B. History                C.Geometry           D. Geography 

Question 25......... is  the  science dealing with the  measurement,properties and  relationships of quantities. 

  A.Algebra         B. Calculation          C. Mathematics      D.Mathematics 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 26:  Schooling is compulsory for all children aged from 5 to 16. 

         A. optional                  B. obliged                      C. forced    D. made 

Question 27:   English, Math and Literature are core subjects in the National Curriculum 

A. intersting subjects                         B. subjects that all students don’t have to study               

C. very important subjects             D. subjects that students feel like studying 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to each 

of the following questions. 

Question 28: People believe that 13 is an unlucky number.  

A. It was believed that 13 is an unlucky number.  B. That 13 is an unlucky number is believed.  

C. 13 is believed an unlucky number.              D. It is believed that 13 is an unlucky number.  

Question 29: You must never take your helmet off while you are riding a motorcycle. 

A. Helmets must be worn at all times when you are riding a motorcycle. 



B. If you are riding a motorcycle, you needn't wear a helmet. 

C. When you are riding a motorcycle, wearing a helmet is not a must. 

D. You needn't wear a helmet whenever you are riding a motorcycle. 

Question 30: My father hasn't smoked cigarettes for a month. 

A. My father started smoking cigarettes a month ago. 

B. It's a month since my father started smoking cigarettes. 

C. It's a month since my father last smoked cigarettes. 

D. It was not until last month that my father started smoking cigarettes. 

 

PRACTICE TEST 5 

Choose the word which is stressed differently from the rest. 

41. a. general    b. applicant    c. usually   d. October 

42. a. parallel    b. dependent    c. educate   d. primary 

43. a. physical   b. achievement  c. government   d. national 

44. a. eleven    b. history    c. nursery   d. different 

Choose a, b, c, or d that best completes each sentence. 

45. As an _______, Mr. Pike is very worried about the increasing of juvenile delinquency. 

a. educate    b. education    c. educator   d. educative 

46. In England, primary education is provided by state schools run by the government and by _______ fee-

paying schools. 

a. independent   b. independently   c. depended     d. independence 

47. The United Nations Secretary-General has often spoken of the need for individual _______ and human 

rights in his speeches. 

a. free    b. freedom    c. freely   d. freeing 

48. He did not do well at school and left with few _______ qualifications. 

a. academic   b. academy    c. academician     d. academically 

49. Fee-paying schools, often called "independent schools", "private schools" or “_______ schools"  

a. college    b. primary    c. secondary   d. public  

50. In the UK, _______ schools refer to government-funded schools which provide education free of charge 

to pupils. 

a. state    b. secondary    c. independent  d. primary 



51. Mathematics, a required subject in all schools, is __ into many branches. 

a. grouped    b. prepared    c. divided   d. added 

52. Education has been developed in _______ with modern industry and the mass media. 

a. compulsory   b. parallel    c. selected   d. following 

53. The functional skills such as fundamentals of agriculture, health and hygiene and population education 

have also been incorporated in the primary school _______. 

a. curriculum   b. project    c. plan    d. schedule 

54. Tommy left high school _______ the age _______ seventeen. 

a. at / of    b. in / for    c. on / with   d. of / in 

55. Everything that _______ remained a secret. 

a. overheard       b. had been overheard 

c. had overheard       d. was overhearing 

56. The refreshments _______ by Karen. 

a. are going to be prepared     b. are going to prepare 

c. are preparing       d. are to prepare 

57. It _______ that learning a foreign language _______ a lot of time. 

a. says / is taken       b. is saying / has been taken 

c. is said / takes       d. was said / was taken 

58. - How well you are playing! - ________. 

a. Say it again. I like to hear your words   b. I think so. I am proud of myself 

c. Thank you too much     d. Many thanks. That is a nice compliment 

Choose the sentence which has the closest meaning to the original one. 

59. The man suddenly realized that the neighbor was watching him. 

a. The man suddenly realized that he was being watched by the neighbor. 

b. The neighbor was watching the man and he suddenly realized that. 

c. The neighbor was suddenly realized the man and watching him. 

d. The man suddenly realized that he was watched by the neighbor. 

60.  Many people think Steve stole the money. 

a. It was not Steve who stole the money.   b. Steve is thought to have stolen the money. 

c. Many people think the money is stolen by Steve. d. The money is thought to be stolen by Steve. 

Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it means the same as the sentence printed before 

it.  



11. That’s correct. The new ring road will be built through the wood.  

The government confirmed _____________________________________________  

12. The architect has drawn plans for an extension to the house. 

Plans _______________________________________________________________  

13. The heavy snow made it impossible for them to have their picnic.  

They were prevented __________________________________________________  

14. Everybody has agreed that changes to the scheme are necessary. 

Changes ____________________________________________________________  

15. He promised not to report me to the police. 

I________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

PRACTICE TEST 6 

 

A. MULTIPLE CHOICES 

Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the other words. 

1. A. foot               B. soon                    C.  fool                   D. school 

2. A. year              B. bear                     C. near                  D. hear 

Choose the word with the different stress pattern. 

3. A . volunteer       B. equipment  C. decision        D. arrival 

4. A. algebra            B. indicate         C. conference   D. introduce 

Choose the word that has the CLOSEST meaning to the underlined word in the sentence. 

5. The primary aim of this course is to improve your spoken English. 

 A. main  B. extra  C. first   D. huge 

6. The future of our elementary schools is rooted in the institutions which train our teachers. 

 A. secondary  B. nursery  C. primary  D. tertiary 

Choose the word that has the OPPOSITE meaning to the underlined word in the sentence. 

7. English, Maths ans Science are core subjects in the national examinations in England. 

 A. unimportant B. basic  C. central  D. unnecessary 

8. In many countries, military service is compulsory. 

 A. voluntary  B. obligatory  C. encouraged  D. mandatory 

Choose the best word or phrase to complete each sentence 



9. The ................ year  in Vietnam lasts 9 months. 

A. academic          B. educational       C. independent     D. compulsory 

10. Each school year is divided into 2........ 

A. period              B. stages                 C spans                D. terms 

11. .......... is  for children who are between 6 and 10. 

A. primary school  B. secondary school  C.high school        D. university 

12. Vietnamese children don’t move to ........ until they are eleven years old. 

A.primary school   B. secondary school C. college              D. university 

13. A............ is a detailed plan for  a course of study offered in a school, college. 

A.programme       B.plan                   C.curriculum         D. curricula 

14. Adults always want ....... from  their parents . They can’t stand being always watched. 

A. dependence    B. dependent           C. independence    D. independent 

15. - A: “How long  is the ....... you have  after every class?”      - B: “10 minutes” 

A.break                B. nap                    C. rest                     D. pause      

16. He dropped out of school for a term, which he will have to....... if  he wants to graduate 

A. make up          B. make out              C. do up                  D. do out 

17. He wore dark glasses to avoid……….. 

 A. recognizing B. to recognize C. being recognized D. to be recognized 

18. John was the first applicant ………. 

 A. interviewed B. to interview C. to be interviewed D. to have interviewed 

Choose the underlined word or phrase in each sentence that needs correcting. 

19. The reports (A) were (B) arrived late, so  I(C) had  (D)them sent to you this morning. 

20. They (A) have been asked me (B) to visit them (C) for ages but I (D)have never had the time. 

 

B. WRITING:  

Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first one, beginning as shown.  

1. Someone cleans the carpets every year. 

    I have…………………………………. 



2. The house needs painting. 

    I am going to …………………………. 

3. It is thought that the prison escaped by climbing over a wall. 

    The prisoner………………………………………………….. 

4. Nobody told me that the lecturer was sick. 

    I…………………………………………… 

5. They used to start these engines by hand. 

    These engines…………………………… 

PRACTICE TEST 7 

 

I/ Choose the word or phrase (A, B, C or D) that best completes each sentence.  

1. With black hair and eyes, she is_________of the people from her country.  

 A. the same  B. typical  C. similar  D. identical  

2. Military is_________in this country. Every man who reaches the age of 18 has to serve in the army for 

two years.  

 A. compulsory  B. optional  C. illegal  D. unnecessary  

3. People tend to work hard at this_________of life.  

 A. distance  B. stage  C. space  D. level  

4. Concern for the environment is now at the_________of many governments' policies.  

 A. core  B. aim  C. target  D. purpose  

5. Why don't you have the document_________?  

 A. photocopy  B. to photocopy  C. photocopying  D. photocopied  

6. The strange disease_________to have originated in Africa.  

 A. thinks  B. is thinking  C. is thought  D. thought 

7. You can use my phone if yours _________.  

 A. won't be worked  B. won't work  C. isn't worked  D. doesn't work  

8. We were rather late, but fortunately there were some tickets_________.  

 A. to leave  B. left  C. leaving  D. having left  

9. It's a beautiful photo. I'm going to_________.  

 A. get it enlarging  B. have it enlarging  C. have it enlarged  D. set it enlarged  

10. _________these plants regularly or they will die.  

 A. Water  B. If you water  C. Unless you water  D. Because you 

water  

11. I took off my shoes before entering the room _________.  

 A. in order to not dirty the floor  B. so that I not dirty the floor  

 C. in order not dirtying the floor  D. so as not to dirty the floor  

12. What _________if you saw a pickpocket steal money from someone in the street?  

 A. do you do  B. did you do  C. will you do  D. would you do  

13. The living conditions of the population _________in the past years.  

 A. has been improved  B. have been improved  

 C. improved   D. were improved  

14. His father used the money he won to set_________his own company.  

 A. on  B. about  C. up  D. forward  

15. Although I was very tired, _________. 



 A. but I helped to clear up the mess after the party  

 B. I helped to clear up the mess after the party  

 C. and I tried to clear up the mess after the party  

 D. I didn't help to clear up the mess after the party  

16. We hope to have the law _________by December.  

 A. pass  B. to pass  C. passing  D. passed  

17. "How does the washing machine work?"" _________"  

 A. Not often  B. Like this  C. Too much  D. A little  

18. I_________like that dress. It's really nice.  

 A. do  B. very  C. am  D. have  

19. We couldn't find _________could take over his job.  

 A. anyone  B. whom  C. someone  D. anyone who  

20. Everything_________turned out to be imaginary.  

 A. she said it  B. she said  C. which she said it  D. that said  

 

II/ Rewrite the following sentences using the passive voice. 

1. They didn't buy anything from the supermarket. 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. The hurricane has totally destroyed the town. 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

3. The children are going to organise a surprise party. 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

4. When did they design this building? 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


